FM Development & Implementation: FM implementation
begins in Phase A during the Mission & Systems Definition
stage (Table 1). FM requirements for the mission are derived
from Mission Requirements generated during the proposal
phase (including Safety & Mission Assurance
Requirements). The resulting FM requirements are captured
in documents as a set of clear and concise mission-level
engineering requirements which are eventually allocated to
the ground systems and mission operations teams. The
development of all requirements is an iterative process which
is performed simultaneously with (and is dependent on) the
development of the mission technical concept, the FM
concept, and the fault tolerance, safety, & reliability
requirements. They are developed and refined by using the
output of scenario analysis, operational mode development,
and fault analyses, using mission science & engineering trade
studies. These analyses are performed from Phase A and
refined throughout Phases B & C. The series of mission-level
FM requirements are formulated, yielding numerous external
documents for the SOFS subsystem teams to follow, listing
FP areas of responsibility, potentially bad conditions, and the
principles of FM architecture (which were developed in
Phase A; Figure 5). Once the mission-level FM requirements
are developed, they are further broken down and allocated to
the various systems (Level 3), and then allocated to the
subsystems (Level 4).

Table 1. Mission & Systems Definition Process
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instruments
was
also
performed,
along
with
acoustic/vibration tests [4, 5, 6, & 7]. Thermal analyses
provided environmental verification, proving the
functionality of all components, and verification of heater
power and the radiator area for engineering subsystems, as
well as transducer performance verification [8 & 9]. Thermal
blankets applied to Cassini’s exterior provided not only
thermal protection from the sun’s heat and the deep cold of
space, but also ensured no damage from meteoroid impact
[10].

The FM Design Specifications & Design Documentation is
written to specify detailed descriptions and diagrams of
failure detection monitors and corrective action responses
including assumptions, failure potential, algorithm
prioritization, and interaction prevention logic. It also
contains the Safe-Mode (Safing) Response design
description, with failure detection, isolation, and recovery
algorithms, time critical sequences, and ground interaction
requirements. Details of the overall operations scenario
which describe end-to-end operation of the system after
launch is also included, specifying operational phases,
payload (instrument) operations & observations, data
management, and other aspects of the day-to-day execution
of the mission.

In addition to these rigorous HW test programs, fault
preventative measures must also be implemented into
Cassini’s FSW. Once launched, Cassini’s external and
internal systems must be continuously monitored, regulated,
and controlled. Fault Protection (FP) techniques are
implemented to ensure that the health and safety of the
vehicle is maintained throughout its mission. Of additional
concern is the ever increasing lag time where the earthspacecraft distance grows as the spacecraft approaches
Saturn (called “round trip light time;” RTLT), which
becomes a high risk deterrent to fault recovery for some fault
conditions should they occur. In these cases, it can be
impossible to fix the fault via SOFS ground commanding in
time to avoid a catastrophic failure (e.g. a leaking regulator
which allows pressurant to fill the fuel tank leading to tank
rupture). Therefore, autonomous FP routines are needed to
monitor spacecraft systems and autonomously respond to
anomalous conditions through “canned” automated
responses that can facilitate redundant unit swaps and/or
place the spacecraft in a safe state using preprogrammed
instructional routines [11]. To achieve this goal, Fault
Management (FM) techniques were implemented early in
Cassini’s design phase.

FSW Verification & Validation: The Verification &
Validation (V&V) effort starts in Phase B and continues
through Phase D where the FM Requirements are thoroughly
tested in FSW. Simulators and “test-beds” are utilized for
certification and configured to the required fidelity, focusing
on the core functionality of the system through realistic
scenarios performed at the highest level of integration
possible. This process defined the agreement between Project
Management with FM on the list of tests which must be
completed successfully prior to the launch. Discrepancies in
the test output are documented in Problem Failure Reports
(PFRs) which are in turn fixed in FSW and then retested. For
Cassini, late FSW deliveries (which in turn delayed testing)
required that high priority PFRs be fixed pre-launch and
retested, with low risk items deferred until after launch (to be
uplinked to the spacecraft in planned future FSW uploads).
But pre-launch, all identified SPFs were accounted for and
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3. AT LAUNCH: HIGH SSR BIT FLIP COUNTS
Immediately after Cassini’s successful launch aboard the
Titan-4B launcher in October 1997, the SOFS team was in
the process of preparing for calibration of the engineering
subsystems and the first trajectory course correction using the
PMS ME system, with the first Venus-1 flyby planned for
April 26, 1998. But as soon as the spacecraft left the launch
pad, the telemetered engineering data reported a higher than
expected number of single-bit-per-word errors on the SSR
(referred to as Single Bit Errors, SBE), and a significantly
higher number of double-bit-per-word errors (Double Bit
Errors, DBE); both which were considerably over spec. The
SSR spec indicated that relatively low SBE/DBE error rates
were expected to occur: SBE=6/week and DBE=2/year. But
at launch, these error rates were observed to be SBE=20/hr.
and DBE=2/day. To make matters worse, a high sensitivity
of the SSR SBEs was noted during the first month of the
mission when a solar flare was observed by the GOES-9
satellite (reaching SBE=1201 in one hour), leading to a
concern for the high dust and radiation environment that the
spacecraft would encounter once it reached the Saturnian
system.

Figure 6. Cassini’s Solid State Recorders
An anomaly investigation team was formed to determine the
cause of these high error rates, concluding that the SSR’s
susceptibility to cosmic ray bombardment was increased by
an anomaly within the SSR memory mapping due to human
error. The physical adjacency of some data and checksum bits
was laid out so that one cosmic ray hit could cause two bit
errors (DBE) to occur (a violation of design requirements).
The intent of the design was to separate the physical location
of the two 20-bit SSR half-words in the DRAM memory
device to prevent a SEU from causing a DBE. The as-built
device physically located the two 20-bit SSR data words in
adjacent memory locations, thus allowing a single SEU to
upset multiple bits in a SSR 40-bit data word, resulting in a
higher than expected DBE rate [14].

The SSRs are a high capacity bulk storage medium
containing 640 DRAMs of memory which are divided into
128 Sub-Modules (SM). Commercial SSR DRAMs are
known to be highly sensitive to Single Event Upsets (SEU),
so that Cassini’s SSRs were fitted with extra shielding of
approximately 0.500 inches of Aluminum around each SSR
box in order to reduce the number of SBEs. Additionally,
both SSRs were delivered with a HW Error Detection and
Correction (EDAC) function which “scrubs” (fixes) the SSR
memory every 537 seconds to correct all SBE occurrences.
But any DBEs must be rectified by uplink commanding to fix
the corrupted memory. These erroneous “bit flip”
occurrences are undesirable since they cause corruption of
the stored CDS/AACS/Instrument FSW loads (which are
needed in case RAM memory encounters problems), and
corrupts collected (stored) science data.

Ground Workarounds & FP Solutions: The original SSR
repair strategy called for the SSR’s EDAC circuitry to
perform Single Error Correction & Double Error Detection
(SECDED) in order to detect and correct SBEs automatically
and to detect DBEs, flagging the DBEs for the SOFS team to
take further appropriate actions. Correction of any DBE error
requires prior knowledge of the contents of that SSR memory
word. The majority of both SSRs contain stored science &
engineering telemetry data, residing in SM8=> SM127. The
CDS computer has no knowledge of the correct contents of

Figure 7. SSR Hourly SBE & DBE Counts (2015: DOY244-DOY274)
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“stuck-open regulator” failures were now credible
malfunctions for either regulator and the question of whether
the upcoming maneuvers could be achieved using a leaking,
and hopefully, stable prime regulator must be answered. Any
associated pressure rise could potentially result in an OP-1
response trigger during future ME burn maneuvers. An effort
was therefore undertaken to revisit the remaining mission
activities to ensure that all maneuvers would be successful if
the regulator performance degraded even further. The next
major concern for the SOFS team was how to perform the
upcoming 90 minute DSM maneuver and whether the
regulator leak would worsen during that event.

launch and the Centaur/Spacecraft separation dispersions.
But since LV-10 could only be opened for a few minutes to
pressurize the tanks, TCM-1 was executed by way of an
uplinked sequence of commands which allowed LV-10 to be
opened for only a few minutes. The Cassini Project now faced
a new set of risks for any regulated ME burn maneuver
requiring re-pressurization of the tanks. The option of
swapping to the redundant backup regulator was considered,
but determined to be vulnerable to the same risks as its
counterpart, since the particulate-induced leak would quite
likely have the same (or worse) effects once another pyro
valve was fired to open and unisolated that regulator. An
investigation was conducted to determine how this regulator
malfunction could have slipped through Cassini’s rigorous
pre-launch failure analyses and test programs.

The DSM burn was initiated on December 3, 1998 (launch
+14 months). After that event, the prime regulator was
determined to be leaking at an even higher rate; an increase
of 6.6 times larger than before. It was speculated that an even
larger particle had become trapped within the regulator.
Fortunately, this problem occurred several years before the
SOI burn was to commence, thereby allowing sufficient time
to evaluate the problem and determine a fix to the mission
design. It was decided that LV-10 must be opened just before
any ME pressurization activity and then closed as soon as the
desired tank pressure levels were reached, so that all ME
burns had to be initiated via uplinked sequences to ensure that
the proper timing was maintained. This was a good solution
for relatively short ME burn maneuvers during cruise but not
for the SOI Burn, which required tank pressures to be
maintained at sufficient levels during a large portion of this
long duration burn. The solution was to open LV-10 for 70
seconds just before SOI Burn initiation, allowing it to remain
open long enough to accomplish the majority of the burn
(hoping that the regulator leak would not worsen during this
event). This new SOI burn strategy led to the identification
of new failure modes which included the following:

Cassini’s regulator design was based upon Galileo’s Teflon
“soft-seat” configuration because of its superb performance
in flight; exhibiting excellent leakage behavior. However, the
cold-flow tests for Galileo’s regulator indicated that this type
of soft-seat design would likely experience a blocked flow
passage due to seat extrusion, which is potentially a mission
catastrophic failure. Unfortunately, Galileo’s test data was
unavailable at the time of Cassini’s regulator design phase to
investigate this problem further, facilitating a slight redesign
for Cassini to replace the soft-seat with a “hard-seat” device,
in order to avoid susceptibility to this failed-block condition.
PMS designers considered adding UP FP to address the
blocked regulator condition, but schedule and cost constraints
deemed this option infeasible. Adding to the concern was the
possibility of a plugged regulator sensing port (as was seen
on the Mars Observer Spacecraft) which also drove decisions
on Cassini’s regulator design to incorporate the hard-seat
configuration. A slight performance difference accompanied
this change in regulator seat design. The new hard-seat had
an associated increase in expected leak rate by a factor of
“10” over that of the soft-seat design, due to its sensitivity to
particulate contamination (1.0x10-3 scc/s vs. 1.0x10-2 scc/s).
This increase in leak rate probability prompted the decision
to install the backup regulator for additional system
robustness, along with the two OP FP algorithms (described
above) which would detect any over-pressure condition.
Additionally, a second high-pressure helium latch valve (LV11) was added to the PMS structure along with a pyroisolation ladder installed upstream of the regulators (PV10PV15). Several filters were also installed. However, the inlet
filter usually installed by the manufacturer for the hard-seat
regulator design was intentionally omitted for Cassini, due to
concerns over the oxidizer’s incompatibility with the
microbraze within this filter. With these new features added
to the ME PMS system, the regulator design and leak
protection were considered robust enough to allow the two
waivers to be issued, exonerating the regulator of any failure
to close properly.

 If the helium LV-10 is stuck closed, an automated
swap to the redundant LV-11 helium latch valve is
required via FP (UP FP), with PV-9 opened to
unisolate that line.
 If the helium LV-10 is stuck wide-open, a mechanism
is needed to stop the pressure rise
 If the Prime Regulator fails wide-open or completely
closed, a swap to the redundant Backup Regulator
must be accomplished via FP (OP FP)
To address the stuck-closed LV-10 condition, a new “HighPressure Latch Valve (HPLV) FP algorithm was developed
to facilitate a swap from LV-10=>LV-11. This FSW addition
was possible since extra FP slots were incorporated into FSW
(pre-launch) should the need arise for additional FP
algorithms. This FP utilized the “alert message” architecture
where a notification from AACS (upon detecting the stuckclosed LV-10 condition), could be delivered to CDS,
activating the new FP response; a capability which was
implemented within the uplinked critical SOI burn sequence.
Likewise, if a stuck-open LV-10 or regulator condition

With the occurrence of the SPF (exempted) regulator leak
now in play, the Cassini Project faced a significant set of new
risks for any ME burn maneuver that required repressurization of the tanks. “Very large leak rates” and
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new “SSPS Trip FP” monitor & response algorithm. The
monitor was configured to examine one SSPS switch state
per second, (starting with switch number 1), proceeding
through all 192 SSPS switches. The response contains a table
of appropriate actions based upon the specific SSPS switch
and its function:

Table 5. SSPS Trip FP Actions for Worst Cases
Non-Trivial SSPS Trip Events on Cassini
Switch
Number

Monitor: The monitor checks the SSPS state of each
spacecraft switch once every 192 seconds, but only takes
action for the switches that are found in the “TRIP”
position. Three consecutive cycles through the monitor
logic with the trip condition persisting are required to
trigger the response.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

February 14, 1998
September 15, 1998
September 28, 1998
March 31, 1999
February 5, 2000
February 11, 2000
January 4, 2001
January 9, 2002
April 8, 2004
April 29, 2004
June 2, 2004
November 11, 2004
February 26, 2005
November 3, 2005
March 2, 2006
April 30, 2006
June 21, 2006
August 19, 2006
October 3, 2006
November 25, 2006
September 11, 2007
October 5, 2007
December 9, 2007
March 20, 2008
March 27, 2008
November 29, 2008
November 22, 2009
January 2, 2010
February 5, 2010
March 22, 2010
July 12, 2010
July 20, 2010
September 7, 2010
March 31, 2012
December 14, 2012
September 9, 2013

SPARE 3
SRU-A
SPARE 23
SSR-A LINE A
REA A/B SEC OX VALVE HTRS
RWA 1 LINE 1
VDECU-B
VDE A MEVD LINE 1
PMS 10PS_BTA _HTR
PSU PSU-A_LC
RWA 1 LINE 2
Probe RFE Replacement Heater
PCA Panel Htr 1
RWA 4 LINE 1
HELVD_A_sw
RFS USO
SRU-B_RHtr
TWTA B line B
SRU A Decon Heater
RWA 4 LINE 1
TWTA B line A
CIRS Decon Htr 2
SRU-B_RHtr
TWTA B line A
CAPS Replacement Htr
MPD-B
VIMS
INMS_RHtr
CDA Replacement Htr
MIMI LEMMS_RHtr
FPP Backup Htr
CDS EU B
REA-A Prime Replacement Htr
HELVD_B_sw
CIRS 170K Decon 1 Heater
DST-A Line A Load Current

Alt.
Switch
SSPS
No.

Switch
State

-

-

7

TWTA-B Line A Load Current

Y

Y

Y

32

DST-A Line A Load Current

Y

Y

Y

N

-

-

35

EU-B Load Current

Y

Y

Y

N

-

-

68

USO Load Current

Y

Y

Y

N

-

-

N

1) May 2005 Ultra-Stable Oscillator (USO): Caused loss of
ground-spacecraft communication with the SOFS team for
a short period of time. The actions of the original response
table required logging of the event only. After this event,
the table was augmented to turn on the USO (via uplink
command).
2) September 2007 Prime TWTA: A trip of the prime TWTA
caused several FP routines to be activated, resulting in a
Power-On-Reset of the RFS system and H/W swaps to the
redundant TCU and TWTA devices. To avoid running FP
for this SSPS line (as well as the prime DST Line A), FP
routines were modified to allow the SSPS Trip FP to
recover the device by simply turning it back on.
3) July 2010 Prime EU: Engineering Unit B (EU-B) supplies
temperatures and pressures to engineering subsystems.
Loss of data delivery to Thermal & PMS telemetry
channels inhibits SOFS monitoring of associated device
health status. EU-B FSW was reloaded by SOFS recovery
actions to restore this capability.

Cassini SSPS Trip Events
SSPS Switch

Cmd
Cmd
Cmd Alt.
Switch Switch
Switch?
"Off"
"On"

Flight experience: Table 4 depicts all 36 SSPS trip events
that have occurred during Cassini’s mission to date. Several
trip events were non-trivial and are indicated in yellow. The
actions of the SSPS Trip FP for these particular switches are
shown in Table 5 and detailed below:

Table 4. SSPS Trip Occurrences since Launch

DATE

Log
Event

Updated via uplink
command: N=>Y

Response: The response contains a table with unique
actions for each of the 192 SSPS switches. The table can
also be modified by the SOFS team via uplinked command
if necessary. A tripped condition cannot be cleared until the
SSPS is first turned off (and then left off or turned on again
if that is the appropriate action). All trip events are logged
in telemetry. For most SSPS switches, FSW does not
attempt to recover the device attached to the switch, but
simply to return the device to both a power and thermally
safe configuration which is consistent with the actions of
the spacecraft’s FP (Safing Response). The response will
run up to two times for a re-detected trip condition (a
modifiable parameter via uplink command), after which
the response for that specific switch is disabled. This
prevents multiple attempts to recover a switch from a true
short condition. Once this FP has executed, the SOFS team
must proceed with recovery actions and then re-enable that
switch’s response.

Event
No.

SSPS Switch

No. of Trip
Events for
this Device
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

4) September 2013 Prime DST: Although the prime DST
unit tripped off, FP modifications (mentioned above for the
prime TWTA) allowed the SSPS Trip FP to recover the
device before FP could activate. The result of losing this
particular load cause the Command Demodulation Unit to
reduce the uplink rate to U/L=7.125 bps. Recovery actions
required increasing this rate to 500 bps.
Table 6. CDA Repl Htr SSPS Trip FP Actions
Actions of the CDA Replacement Heater SSPS Trip FP
Switch
Number

- Non-trivial SSPS Trip Events

13

SSPS Switch

189

CDA Replacement Heater

186

CDA Electronics Load Current

Alt.
Cmd Cmd Cmd
Log
Switch Switch
Switch Switch Alt.
Event
SSPS State
"Off" "On" Switch?
No.
Y

Y

Y

Y

186

OFF

40
ATC Response:
Continuous PPS=> ON cmd'ing
(every 12sec)

60

High
Limit

Low
Limit

Temperature too low
(Command heater ON)

Temperature OK
(No Action)

Assumed sensor
failure
(Ignore sensor)

ATC Response:
Continuous PPS=> OFF cmd'ing
(every 12sec)

Temperature too High
(Command heater OFF)
Assumed sensor
failure
(Ignore sensor)

Sensor #1: 44dn (Nominal Value)
Sensor #2: 42dn (Nominal Value)

Low
Bound

High
Bound
Transducer Range

30

70

Limits/Boundaries (DN)
ATC

LB

LL

HL

HB

30

40

60

70

Figure 15. ATC Activity Example (When Enabled)

ATC-9 Enabled: Set
PPS_Request_Flag=TRUE

N/A

High
Limit

Low
Limit
Temperature too low
(Command heater ON)
Assumed sensor
failure
(Ignore sensor)

N/A

Temperature OK
(No Action)

Temperature too High
(Command heater OFF)
Assumed sensor
failure
(Ignore sensor)

ISSUE
"Probe BITE Mode"
Command

Low
Bound
N/A

High
Bound
Transducer Range

N/A

Limits/Boundaries (DN)
ATC-9

LB

LL

HL

HB

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Figure 16. ATC-9 Monitor Activity (When Enabled)
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with 4 “placeholders” remaining for any other devices
requiring thermal protection. All ATC algorithms are
configured with two sets of specified temperatures limits and
boundaries. If limits are exceeded, a heater OFF or ON
command will be issued every 12 seconds. If the boundaries
are reached or exceeded, the ATC’s monitor logic will
assume that the temperature condition can no longer be
controlled and will continuously increment a fault counter to
alert the SOFS team that the algorithm has ceased
functioning. All 12 ATC algorithms can be enabled or
disabled.

health and post-fault states before recovery actions are
determined in order to resolve the fault condition and
reactivate the onboard sequence. The Spacecraft Safing
Response is called by most FP routines. This response
terminates the onboard sequence, configures spacecraft
power loads and functions to a safe, predictable state. Nonessential loads are powered off, with various subsystems
placed into modes that are appropriate for the current mission
phase, and required heaters are turned on in order to maintain
the thermal health of the spacecraft’s instruments and
systems. This response also commands the low D/L=5bps
(bits per second) & U/L=7.8125bps rates using the LGA1
antenna; a configuration whose spacecraft=>earth link
margins were adequate for the early phase of Cassini’s
mission through cruise. Pre-launch requirements by mission
designers allowed 2 weeks for fault recovery by the SOFS
team, but this allocation was deemed unacceptable for the
Tour phases of the mission. Once Cassini reached the
Saturnian system and began its mission Tour phase in 2004,
the three Orbital Trim Maneuvers (OTM) required for each
loop around Saturn-Titan made this 2-week-turnaround
period infeasible, since a lengthy spacecraft recovery period
would likely cause Cassini to fall off its Tour trajectory.
Quick fault diagnosis and recovery were essential to maintain
not only the Tour configuration but also to protect the
mission’s science objectives. It was determined that the
spacecraft-earth link margins at Saturn would be
unacceptable to support expedient fault recovery, so that a
resolution to this problem was needed before reaching the
Saturnian system.

Using placeholder “ATC #9” was a perfect solution for
satisfying the requirement of continuously sending the “BITE
Mode” command to the Huygens Probe. Since all ATC
algorithms issue their command requests even when FP is
activated (and also post-fault), this “Probe BITE Mode”
command could be issued continuously simply upon enabling
the ATC-9 monitor. FSW modifications were made to ignore
the limits and boundaries of the algorithm so that setting the
enable flag caused the "Request for PPS Command" to be set
to TRUE, thereby requesting the Probe BITE Mode
command every 12 seconds (Figure 16). This new FSW was
uplinked in 2003 for use in the upcoming Probe Relay
Sequence.
Flight experience: The Huygens Probe Mission was very
successful, with the exception that no data was received from
Chain A since the Huygens Receiver USO was
unintentionally not powered on (an oversite; human error).
However, continuous data was received on Chain B
throughout the descent, and for 50 minutes on Titan’s surface.
After landing, minor data losses were experienced by the
Probe during the following 20 minutes as Cassini finally
passed beyond the Probe’s horizon (as expected). Since both
data chains are redundant and completely independent of
each other, most of the data was captured with the exception
of the Doppler Wind Experiment which relied upon receipt
of data from both computer chains [18].

Detecting and acquiring the spacecraft’s telemetry stream on
the post-fault LGA1 antenna at the low downlink rate of 5
bps was clearly infeasible for Tour operations. This
configuration yields a very weak and variable carrier signal
using the Auxiliary Oscillator at such large Earth-Saturn
distances. With this configuration, 18 hours are required to
receive a full deck of telemetry data once the DSN has locked
up on Cassini’s signal (~35 minute/frame; 30 frames of
telemetry required). Although the spacecraft can be
commanded to higher rates and configure to use the HGA
antenna (all 30 telemetry frames would then be delivered in
~10 minutes), this strategy is undesirable for certain AACS
related faults which must remain on LGA1 with the lower
D/L & U/L rates. Therefore, a new FP algorithm was
developed which allows the spacecraft’s FP Manager logic to
determine if the HGA/high rate reconfiguration is acceptable,
based upon internal statistics within the spacecraft which
indicate the severity of the fault condition. A “High Gain
Antenna Swap (HAS)” algorithm was designed and
implemented into the FSW in 2003 to achieve this goal,
helping the SOFS team improve post-fault recovery time
substantially for most fault cases.

7. SATURN–3 YEARS: POOR S/C=> EARTH LINK
Cassini’s RFS telecommunications system is comprised of a
body-fixed HGA antenna, and two low gain LGA1, & LGA2
antennas. LGA1 is mounted on top of the HGA with an
unobstructed field of view of 112 deg., and LGA2 is mounted
on a boom at the aft end of the spacecraft and is not used for
the Tour segments of the mission. Three earth-based DSN
stations located at Goldstone (California), Canberra
(Australia), and Madrid (Spain) support Cassini operations
using 34-meter and 70-meter dish antennas. Since the HGA
antenna has a directed gain over 6000 times stronger than the
LGA antennas, it is used during all nominal spacecraft
operations, communicating at tens or hundreds of kilobits per
second (depending on the DSN station). The LGA1 antenna
is utilized when faults occur (configured by FP) since certain
anomalous conditions are severe enough to warrant staying
on low uplink (U/L) & downlink (D/L) rates.

The HAS monitor watches for activations of the Safing
Response (Figure 17). Once a FP algorithm has been
activated (requesting the Safing Response), the “FP Active”
flag will be set until the response chain has been completed.
A “Safing Response Counter” is incremented at the

When FP activates, the SOFS team typically follows a multistep “fault recovery procedure” to help verify the spacecraft’s
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failures (on-the-shelf procedures with recovery actions and
pre-tested commands built and ready for uplink), as well as
resolution actions for all 192 SSPS lines if tripped.

electrical and mechanical parts degradation, Cassini has had
an excellent track record. Problems such as high friction in
the Reaction Wheel Assemblies when used in the low rpm
region have arisen and to date, and only the CAPS instrument
has failed. In 2012, this device tripped off due to unexpected
voltage shifts which rendered the instrument unusable, but
overall Cassini’s past performance has been excellent with
only minor problems and overall healthy subsystems and
instruments. Cassini’s prime regulator leak hasn’t worsened
during the mission in spite of several ME burns, and OP FP
monitor thresholds have been lowered to support the lower
tank volumes as the propellant is depleted. The spacecraft’s
fuel and oxidizer residuals are running near empty now, so
that the SFOS team keeps track of propellant usage very
closely (using analytical projections and in-flight test
information) until the last ME burn has been executed.

9. CONCLUSIONS & LESSONS LEARNED
For any spacecraft to complete its mission successfully
without significant risk or degradation to its subsystems,
instruments, and mission objectives, the vehicle must contain
a robust FP strategy. In general, FP diagnostic capabilities are
required to cover a large volume of fault possibilities due to
the ever-increasing complexity of spacecraft designs. Prelaunch analyses and test efforts to preclude fault conditions
do not always capture all fault cases, so that several unknown
problems can surface after launch. During the long span of
Cassini’s mission, several new FP routines have resolved
problems not anticipated by pre-launch designers. Significant
complications from unknown environmental conditions,
human errors, and design oversites have been resolved
through FP solutions. For Cassini, these upgrades were
possible since enough time was available during cruise (and
flexibility built into the FP FSW design) to address these
issues. One of Cassini’s best examples of a major mission
impact due to human error was the regulator malfunction; a
robust regulator design which was based upon successful
Galileo flight experience without the supporting test data to
confirm design assumptions, leading to not only an
invalidated FP design strategy, but also the issuance of two
SPF waivers, impacting the entire mission profile and the
spacecraft’s most critical SOI maneuver. Yet, arduous workarounds for unforeseen problems like high SSR DBE counts,
spurious SSPS load Trips, and critically slow post-fault
recovery at great spacecraft-Saturn distances can be avoided
through FP solutions, in order to preserve missions like
Cassini-Huygens and its 3 tour phases.

The upcoming FPRO mission segment is an entirely new
challenge for Cassini with its unique set of very fast, ballistic
orbital tracks; that which promises to yield exceptional
science opportunities never before explored. The diverse
environmental factors of this flight region have the potential
to challenge the SOFS team even further, since the D-Ring
environment (the closest ring to Saturn), is expected to be
much dustier than previous moon/ring flybys & crossings,
with possible higher radiation. Both of these environmental
factors are expected to exacerbate the frequency of SSPS Trip
occurrences, SSR bit flips, and possible SSR SM memory
failures.
Numerous DBE occurrences have the potential to trigger
near-continuous SSR DBE Auto Repair FP activations if they
should occur in the SSR FSW region. This is a condition
which will cause science data collection to be halted during
SSR repair activities, as well as inhibiting instrument FSW
loading from the on-board running sequence (missed science
activities). It is the responsibility of the SOFS team to recover
from these faults in the presence of planned maneuvers &
science activities which could potentially be lost until the
spacecraft is returned back to nominal operations once again.
Therefore, SSR DBE Auto Repair FP will be temporarily
disabled during the loading of instrument FSW and high
value science recording, and several recovery procedures are
currently in development to address single and multi SSR SM
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